A novel framework is presented that combines Mean Field Game (MFG) theory and Hybrid Optimal Control (HOC) theory to obtain a unique -Nash equilibrium for a non-cooperative game with stopping times. We consider the case where there exists one major agent with a significant influence on the system together with a large number of minor agents constituting two subpopulations, each with individually asymptotically negligible effect on the whole system. Each agent has stochastic linear dynamics with quadratic costs, and the agents are coupled in their dynamics by the average state of minor agents (i.e. the empirical mean field). The hybrid feature enters via the indexing by discrete states: (i) the switching of the major agent between alternative dynamics or (ii) the termination of the agents' trajectories in one or both of the subpopulations of minor agents. Optimal switchings and stopping time strategies together with best response control actions for, respectively, the major agent and all minor agents are established with respect to their individual cost criteria by an application of LQG HOC theory.
Introduction
Mean Field Game (MFG) systems theory establishes the existence of approximate Nash equilibria together with the corresponding individual strategies for stochastic dynamical systems in games involving a large number of agents. The equilibria are termed -Nash equilibria and are generated by the local, limited information feedback control actions of each agent in the population, where the feedback control actions constitute the best response of each agent with respect to the precomputed behaviour of the mass of agents and where the approximation error converges to zero as the population size goes to infinity.
The analysis of MFG problems originated in [1] [2] [3] (see [4] ), and independently in [5, 6] . In [7, 8] the authors analyse and solve the linear quadratic systems case where there is a major agent (i.e. non-asymptotically vanishing as the population size goes to infinity) together with a population of minor agents (i.e. individually asymptotically negligible). The existence of -Nash equilibria is established together with the individual agents' control laws that yield the equilibria [8] . This framework is further extended in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] for partially observed MFG theory for nonlinear and linear quadratic systems with major and minor agent.
In several situations in stochastic dynamic games, such as in mathematical finance [16] , agents wish to find the best time at which to enter or exit a given strategy. In order to determine the optimal stopping time strategies together with best response policies for the agents one is required to invoke the necessary optimality conditions of stochastic hybrid optimal control theory [17] [18] [19] [20] . These optimality conditions are an extension of deterministic optimal control theory [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] for systems interacting with stochastic diffusions. In [18] , in particular, the Stochastic Hybrid Minimum Principle (SHMP) is established for a general class of stochastic hybrid systems with both autonomous and controlled switchings and jumps possibly accompanied by dimension changes. Given the computational difficulty of the generally nonlinear forward-backward stochastic differential equations (FB-SDE) and the associated boundary conditions in the SHMP, a class of linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) HOC problems are presented in [17] for which the corresponding Riccati equations are independent from realizations of stochastic diffusion terms.
The first combination of Mean Field Game (MFG) theory and Hybrid Optimal Control (HOC) theory appeared in [16] in a non-cooperative game formulation of the stock market where high frequency trading (HFT) minor agents may leave the market before the final time. The best response policies for the agents are further shown to yield an -Nash equilibrium for the stock market. In this paper, we further extend the results and develop a hybrid systems MFG (HS-MFG) framework for a general class of LQG mean field game systems with a major agent permitted to switch between different dynamics and several subpopulations of minor agents provided with the option to stop at some optimal time. Each agent has stochastic linear dynamics with quadratic costs, and the agents are coupled in their dynamics by the average state of minor agents (empirical mean field). Since the governing stochastic differential equations for the system change with the switching of the major agent or cessation of one or both subpopulations of minor agents, a hybrid systems formulation of the problem is presented with indexing these modes by discrete states. Optimal switching time and stopping time strategies together with best response control actions for, respectively, the major agent and all minor agents are established with respect to their individual cost criteria by an application of LQG HOC theory.
We note that the following terms are used interchangeably throughout the paper: optimal and best response, quit and stop.
The paper organization is as follows. Section 3 presents LQG hybrid-MFG problems where the class of the problems under study is described briefly in Section 3.1 and it is argued that due to the presence and interactions of discrete and continuous states and dynamics, one needs to formulate the problem within hybrid optimal control framework. Discrete states and transitions are introduced in Section 3.2 and the underlying continuous dynamics and costs in the finite population case are presented in Section 3.3. Then, Section 4 presents hybrid-MFG approach, where following the MFG methodology, with the introduction of the mean field's hybrid evolution in Section 4.1, major agent's and minor agents' extended hybrid optimal control problems are, respectively, formulated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, and best response policies for the infinite population case are determined. Then, subject to the consistency conditions in Section 4.4, the existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium for the infinite population system, and -Nash equilibrium for the finite population system are established where the latter is obtained by the implementation of the infinite population best response strategies. Next, Section 5 depicts simulation results. Finally, Section 6 presents concluding remarks.
LQG Hybrid-Mean Field Game Problems

Problem Description
It is assumed that there exist one major agent and N minor agents interacting with each other through the mean field coupling in their dynamics over the time interval [0, T ]. Two types of minor agents are considered: type A a with the population of N a and type A b with the population of N b , such that N a + N b = N . The dynamics of the major agent and a generic minor agent are described by the linear time evolution of their states and a quadratic performance function.
However, the two populations of minor agents have different linear dynamics and quadratic performance objectives. We study interaction of agents over the interval [0, T ], where the major agent A 0 is permitted to switch from one set of dynamics to another at time t 0 s if optimal, while a generic minor agent A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, is permitted to stop at an optimal time t i s . With abuse of notation, the superscript k in A k 0 , k = 1, 2, denotes that the major agent is subject to the dynamics k, and in
As it will be discussed in Section 3.2, the optimal switching or stopping time policy for each agent is trajectory and state independent, and depends only on its dynamical parameters (i.e. the agent's type). Since the dynamical parameters for all minor agents in their respective types are the same, it follows that the stopping times are the same for all agents of each subpopulation. The distinct nature of the switching (stopping) events, together with the continuous evolution of the state processes between switchings, result in the stochastic hybrid form of the problem analyzed in this paper. Moreover, the fact that the minor agents are modeled as members of large populations gives rise to our use of the LQG mean field games framework. System has several distinct combinatoric alternatives; this is because there are various distinct sequences wherein one minor population or another drops out first, or the major agent switches to one particular discrete state before or after a minor agent stopping event. It is to be emphasized that the discrete state sequence that actually occurs for any given system depends upon the solution of the complete (initial to terminal) MFG equations for the system, and in particular is not prescribed. We note that a key condition which yields the collective switching of the entire subpopulations is given by (91) and while this is reasonable in a class of LQG problems, the corresponding condition is most unlikely to hold in a nonlinear framework.
Discrete state association
In order to present the dynamics of the system in the stochastic hybrid systems framework of [17, 18] , the discrete states qk 0 • are assigned (see Figure 1 ) where k a, b refers to the mode in the dynamics of the major agent and • represents the active populations of minor agents. For instance, the discrete state q1 0 ab indicates that the major agent is is subject to its first dynamics and both subpopulations A a and A b are present, and the discrete state q2 0 a indicates that the major agent is subject to its second dynamics, subpopulation A a is present and subpopulation A b has already quit the system. Furthermore, in order to refer to the temporal mode of the system, the multivalued discrete states Q j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3 are introduced (see Figure 1 ), which correspond to the evolution of the system within the intervals [t j , t j+1 ), where t 0 = 0 is the initial time, t 1 , t 2 , t 3 correspond to the time of the events of stopping of a subpopulation or to switching of the major agent, in the order of occurance, and t 4 = T is the terminal time. This corresponds to the scenario in which all the possible discrete changes in the system occur before the terminal time, i.e. q(T ) = q2 0 . Other scenarios where the discrete state at terminal time is different from the case considered here are possible with minor variations over the results presented in this paper.
We remark that the HS-MFG problems studied in this paper lie within the class of hybrid LQG problems for which optimal switching strategies are F tindependent, where F t is the natural filtration associated with the sigma-algebra generated by the corresponding Wiener process (see appendix A). Therefore optimal switching or stopping strategies depend only on the dynamical parameters of the major agent and those of each subpopulation, respectively. In particular, an individual's optimal stopping decision coincides with stopping time of all agents in its subpopulation since the dynamical parameters are the same across a subpopulation. Now, we describe the evolution of the system over the sequence of generic discrete states Q j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3. The discrete state Q 0 , as indicated in Figure 1 , associates with the system evolution over the interval [0, t 1 ) in the system's initial setting where both subpopulations of minor agents are interacting together and with the major agent which is subject to its first dynamics A 1 0 . The multivalued discrete state Q 1 corresponds to the evolution of the system over [t 1 , t 2 ) with one change relative to the initial setting; this consists of three possible situations: (i) the major agent subject to its second dynamics A 2 0 is interacting with both subpopulations A a , A b present in the system; this corresponds to the centre node inside Q 1 in Figure 1 and is denoted by Q 1 = q2 0 ab , (ii) the major agent subject to its first dynamics A 1 0 is interacting with the subpopulation A a while the subpopulation A b has quit the system; this corresponds to the left-most node inside Q 1 in Figure 1 and is denoted by
0 a , and (iii) the major agent subject to its first dynamics A 1 0 is interacting with A b while A a has quit, corresponding to the right-most node inside Q 1 in Figure 1 , denoted by Q 1 = q1 0 b . The multivalued discrete state Q 2 represents the evolution of the system over [t 2 , t 3 ) with two changes relative to the initial setting for which three situations can be considered: (I) the major agent subject to its second dynamics A 2 0 is interacting with the subpopulation A a , and the subpopulation A b have already quit, which corresponds to the left-most node inside Q 2 in Figure 1 denoted as Q 2 = q2 0 a , (II) the major agent subject to its second dynamics A 2 0 is interacting with A b , and the subpopulation A a has already quit, which corresponds to the right-most node inside Q 2 in Figure 1 denoted by Q 2 = q2 0 b , (III) the major agent is subject to its first dynamics A 1 0 and both subpopulations A a , A b have already quit, which corresponds to the centre node inside Q 2 in Figure 1 , denoted by Q 2 = q1 0 . The discrete state Q 3 corresponds to the evolution of the major agent subject to its second dynamics A 2 0 over [t 3 , T ] which corresponds to Q 3 = q2 0 . In this work it is assumed that each of the time periods [t j , t j+1 ) associated with the multivalued discrete state Q j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, is non-empty. This assumption is tenable since it will be shown that the switching times t 1 , t 2 , t 3 are deterministic and depend only on the system parameters. 
where x 0 ∈ R n is the state, u 0 ∈ R m is the control input, and w 0 ∈ R r is a standard Wiener process. The matrices
, are of appropriate dimensions. We note once again that the superscript k in A k 0 denotes that the major agent is in dynamics k.
As can be seen, the major agent is coupled with the minor agents by the average term
Note that in (1) , N t may take the following values.
The major agent A k 0 , k = 1, 2, aims to minimize the following cost functional (1) together with the cost functional (3) form the stochastic LQG problem for the major agent.
Generic A
a -type minor agent:
The dynamics for a minor agent A a i , is given by
where
is a standard Wiener process, and A a , B a , G a , F a , D a are constant matrices of appropriate dimension. Note that N t in (5) again takes values as in (2) over the horizon T . The cost for a type A a minor agent is given by The set of equations (5) and (6) constitute the stochastic optimal control problem for a minor agent of type A a . It can be seen that a generic A a -type minor agent interacts with the major agent's state as well as the average state of all existing minor agents through its dynamics.
Generic
Similarly, we define the state vector x i of a generic minor agent A b i whose evolution can be written as
r is a standard Wiener process, and
The cost functional for a generic minor agent of type A b is given by
Equations (8) and (9) form the stochastic LQG problem for a generic minor agent of type A b . Additionally, they show that a A b -type minor agent is coupled with the major agent's state and the average state of all existing minor agents in its dynamics.
Hybrid -Mean Field Game Approach
Following the mean field game methodology with a major agent [7, 27] , the hybrid MFG problem is first solved in the infinite population case where the average term in the finite population dynamics and cost functional of each agent is replaced by its infinite population limit, i.e. the mean field. Then specializing to linear systems (see e.g. [7] ), the major agent's state is extended with the mean field, while the minor agent's state is extended with the mean field and the major agent's state; this yields LQG hybrid optimal control problems (see appendix A) for each agent linked only through the mean field and the major agent's state. Then the main results of [7] , [27] are (i) the existence of infinite population best response strategies which yield the Nash equilibria, and (ii) the infinite population best response strategies applied to the finite population system yield an -Nash equilibria (see Theorem 1) .
In this section, first, the hybrid evolution of the mean field is derived. Then the extended hybrid optimal control problems for the major agent and minor agents are formed and addressed in the infinite population case. Finally, Theorem 1 is presented which links the infinite population and finite population LQG Hybrid-MFG problem solutions.
Hybrid Evolution of Mean Field
Following the LQG MFG methodology [7] , the mean field,x, is defined as the L 2 limit, when it exists, of the average of minor agents' states when the population size goes to infinitȳ
where k a, b, for the case considered in this paper. Now, if the control strategy for each minor agent is considered to have the general feedback form
then the mean field dynamics is obtained by substituting (11) in the minor agents' dynamics (8) (respectively, (5)), and taking the average over population A k , k a, b, and then its L = π.
With the assignment of discrete states Q j introduced in Section 3.2, the set of the mean field equations is given by
T consists of the mean fieldx a of the population A a , and the mean fieldx b of the population A b with π Q 0 = π. The matrices in (12) are thenĀ
The above matrices shall be determined from consistency equations discussed in Section 4.4.
In case (i) in Section 3.2 where Q 1 = q2 0 ab , the mean field is defined as x
T , hence π q 2 0 ab = π, and
For case (ii) where
0 a =x a , and hence π q 1 0 a = (1, 0), and the matrices in (12) are given asĀ 
For case (I) in Section 3.2 where Q 2 = q2 0 a , the mean field is defined as x q 2 0 a =x a , and hence π q 2 0 a = (1, 0), and the matrices in (12) are given as
For case (II) where 
For case (III) where
Q 3 = 0, and as a result π Q 3 = (0, 0).
Major Agent: Infinite Populations 4.2.1 Hybrid Dynamics and Cost
The extended hybrid dynamics of the major agent in the infinite population, i.e. the dynamics for x ex,Q j 0 is given by
where the dynamical matrices are given by
In (20), 0 •×• denotes a zero matrix of appropriate dimensions, and π
denotes the Kronecker product of π Q j and F Q j 0 . The cost functional for the extended major agent's hybrid system would be given by (21) where t 0 = 0, t 4 = T . In (21), the first term denotes terminal cost and the third term denotes running cost where the corresponding weight matrices are defined asP
Moreover, the second term in (21) denotes switching cost where the corresponding weight matrix C 0,j shall be identified for each switching in Section 4.2.2. Now the dynamical and weight matrices introduced in their general form in (20) and (22), respectively, are specified for each discrete state Q j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3.
Over the interval [t 0 , t 1 ), and in discrete state Q 0 , the dynamics of the continuous state x
T is determined by (19) with
We also definē
which will be used in section 4.2.2 to specify the switching cost at t 1 . Over the interval [t 1 , t 2 ), in case (i) where Q 1 = q2 0 ab holds over the interval [t 1 , t 2 ), the dynamics of x ex,q 2
T is governed by (19) with
and P
Moreover, 
which will be used in section 4.2.2 to specify the switching cost at t 2 .
Over the interval [t 1 , t 2 ), in case (ii) where Q 1 = q1 0 a holds, the dynamics for x ex,q 1
and the cost functional is determined by (21) with P , {P
Over the interval [t 1 , t 2 ), in case (iii) where
T and
where {P
Over the interval [t 2 , t 3 ), in case (I) where 
with {P
Over the interval [t 2 , t 3 ), in case (II) where 
Over the interval [t 2 , t 3 ), in case (III) where Q 2 = q1 Finally, over the interval [t 3 , T ], in discrete state Q 3 , x ex,Q 3 = x 0 and
Jump Transition Maps and Switching Costs
The values of the major agent's continuous state before and after switching at t 1 satisfy the following jump map
For the transition between Q 0 and case (i) for Q 1 where Q 1 = q2 0 ab the map Ψ 0,1 is the identity matrix, i.e.
This transition is not accompanied by change in the dimension of the major agent's extended state. Furthermore, the weight matrix for the corresponding switching cost is given by
For the transition between Q 0 and case (ii) where
where {P Q 0 0,ij , i, j = 1, 2, 3} are defined in (25) . For the transition between Q 0 and case (iii) where
where {P Q 0 0,ij , i, j = 1, 2, 3} are defined in (25) . The values of the major agent's continuous state before and after the switching at t 2 satisfy the following jump transition map
Furthermore, the matrix coefficient C 0,2 of the switching cost at t 2 for each case is defined as , for transition from
where the corresponding entries in (49) are defined in (28), (30), and (33). The values of the major agent's continuous state before and after the switching at t 3 satisfy the following jump map
Accordingly, the matrix coefficient C 0,3 of the switching cost at t 3 for each case is given by , for transition from
where the corresponding matrix entries in (52) are defined in (36) and (39). Notice that some of the transitions of (40), (70), (50) are between spaces of the same dimension such as (41) while other transitions may be accompanied by changes in the dimension of the state space, e.g. (43) is a mapping from R 3n into R 2n . These dimension changes are permitted in the stochastic hybrid systems framework of [17, 18] (see [28] for another motivating example for change of dimension at switching).
Best Response Hybrid Control Action
To obtain the best response hybrid control action for the major agent in the infinite population, we utilize Theorem 2 in appendix A developed for single agent LQG hybrid optimal control problems.
By the definition of the terms D 
holds for all the jump transition maps introduced in this section. Therefore, the optimal controlled switching time for the major agent is F t -independent. Then an application of the LQG hybrid optimal control theory [17] yields the infinite population best response hybrid control action as
subject to the terminal and boundary conditions
where t j , j = 1, 2, 3 indicate the times of changes in the system due to the major agent's switching of dynamics or cessation of subpopulations of minor agents.
Minor Agents: Infinite Population 4.3.1 Hybrid Dynamics and Costs
The extended dynamics for a generic minor agent A k i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , in the population k a, b, with the extended state x ex,Q j i has a general form as in
Notice that in (59) the major agent's closed-loop dynamics at discrete state Q j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, given by (19) is used to derive the extended dynamics for minor agent A k i at discrete state Q j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3. Similar to the major agent's case, 0 •×• in (60) denotes a zero matrix of appropriate dimensions.
The cost functional for the extended minor agent A k i 's hybrid system is given by
where Q * denotes the discrete state at which minor agent A k i quits the system at time t i s and * ∈ {1, 2} denotes the index of the associate discrete state. The weight matrices associated with the terminal cost (first term) and the running cost (third term) in (61) are, respectively, given bȳ 
Jump Transition Maps and Switching Costs
We first define the new notation M Q j k (l : m), k a, b, 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, which shall be used to identify the switching cost associated with switching time t j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. 
where for k a
Moreover, the weight matrix C a i,1 associated with the switching cost in (61) at time t 1 is specified as
For k b, the jump transition map (65) at t 1 is given by
and the corresponding switching cost weight matrix is given by
The values of the minor agent's continuous state before and after the switching at t 2 satisfy the following jump map
where Ψ k i,2 , k a, is given by
Furthermore, the weight matrix C a i,2 associated with the switching cost at time t 2 is specified by
and the corresponding switching cost weight matrix C b i,2 is given by
The values of the minor agent's continuous state before and after the switching at t 3 satisfy the following jump transition map
and for k b
Best Response Hybrid Control Actions
The optimal stopping problem for a minor agent is equivalent to a hybrid optimal control problem in which the dynamics and costs become zero after stopping. Moreover, the definitions for D 
(80) Hence, the optimal stopping time for each minor agent is F t -independent and only depends on its dynamical parameters which implies that all minor agents of the same type stop at the same time. Then the application of the results of [17] to the optimal stopping problem yields the following results.
Given that minor agent A k i stops at discrete state Q * , * ∈ {1, 2} at time t k s , and for 0 ≤ j < * :
with
subject to the terminal conditions
and the boundary conditions Π
Consistency Conditions
Let us define
where I n is an n × n identity matrix. Then, by consistency requirement, a compact description of the Major-Minor Mean Field equations determiningĀ,Ḡ,m is given by
(88) The following theorem links the infinite population equilibria to the finite population case.
Theorem 1 ( -Nash Equilibrium for LQG Hybrid-MFG Systems). Assume that the conditions of [7] for the existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium hold, then the system equations (19), (59) together with the mean field equations (88) generate a set of control laws which yields the infinite population Nash equilibrium. When the set of infinite population control laws U (81) is applied to the finite population system (1), (5), (8), it results in the following properties:
(i) All agent systems A i , 0 ≤ i ≤ N , are second order stable.
(ii) U Nt M F , 1 ≤ N t < ∞ yields an -Nash equilibrium for all , i.e. for all > 0, there exists N ( ) such that for all N ≥ N ( );
Proof. Applying the approach of [7] backwards from T along the optimal realization of the sequence Q 0 , Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 establishes the existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium and -Nash equilibrium for the infinite population system and finite population system, respectively.
Methodology
The order of the switching and stopping events Q 0 , Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , if all happen, is assumed to be fixed. As depicted in Fig. 1 and explained in Section 3.2, there are three possible realizations for each of the discrete states Q 1 and Q 2 . The optimal sequence of switching or the discrete trajectory of the system is determined via dynamic programming backward propagation. For this purpose, the steps below are followed.
Step 1. (Solving backward for transitions from Q 3 to Q 2 ). Equation (55) is solved for Π Q 3 0 (t) backward in time, subject to the terminal condition (56). Then the values for Π Q 3 0 (t) are substituted in the right hand side of (57) to obtain Π Q 2 0 (t) for all three realizations of Ψ 0,3 and C 0,3 given by (51) and (52), respectively. Next, we substitute Π Q 2 0 (t) and the corresponding Ψ 0,3 and C 0,3 in (58). Then the time instant at which (58) holds determines t 3 for the transition from the corresponding realization of Q 2 to Q 3 . Moreover, the transitions from Q 2 q2 0 b to Q 3 or from Q 2 q2 0 a to Q 3 are equivalent to the stopping of subpopulation A b or A a , respectively, at the obtained switching time t 3 . Hence equation (84) must also hold at the associated t 3 for each of the mentioned cases. Similarly, for the transition from Q 2 q1 0 to Q 3 both (58) and (86) must hold at the same time. We remark that if (58) does not hold for any of the realizations of Q 2 = {q2 0 a , q1 0 , q2 0 b }, then we conclude that Q 3 is not the final discrete state of the system. Subsequently, we start from Step 2 solving the dynamic programming backward in time from t = T .
Step 2. (Solving backward for transitions from Q 2 to Q 1 ). Starting from the obtained realizations of Q 2 in Step 1 and the corresponding switching times t 3 , we follow a similar approach as in Step1 to determine the realizations of Q 1 which may happen and their corresponding switching times t 2 . More specifically, equation (55) is solved with the boundary (terminal) condition (57) with j = 3 at t 3 . Then, for example, to determine from Q 2 q2 0 b which of (either of or neither of) the transitions to Q 1 q2 0 ab and Q 1 q1 0 b may happen, equations (58), (84) and (58), (86) are checked, respectively.
Step 3. (Solving backward for transitions from Q 1 to Q 0 ). Similar to previous steps, starting from the determined cases for Q 1 and the determined t 1 in Step 2, it is investigated whether the transition to Q 0 may happen or not using equations (58), (84) and (86).
Step 4. (Specifying the optimal discrete sequence). If Steps 1-3 yield more than one discrete trajectory for the system, the optimal one is determined by comparing the value functions along the obtained discrete state sequences with the value function for the case where no switching or stopping event happens. We remark that if Step 1-3 result in no realized discrete trajectory, then the system may remain in the discrete state Q 0 over the interval [0, T ].
Simulation Results
Consider a system of 100 minor agents with two types A a and A b and a single major agent A 0 . The system matrices for minor subpopulation A a with N a = 50 are defined as 
Conclusions
A class of hybrid LQG mean field game problems was introduced where there exists one major agent together with a large number of minor agents within two subpopulations, each agent with stochastic linear dynamics and quadratic cost. The agents are coupled in their dynamics and cost functionals by the average state of minor agents (i.e. the empirical mean field). In addition, the major agent is provided with the option to switch to another dynamics, and each minor agent is provided with the option to quit if it is optimal for them to do so. It was shown that for this class of problems the stopping and switching times are realization independent, and only depend on the dynamical parameters of each agent. Hence, all the minor agents within the same subpopulation stop at the same time. Therefore, the hybrid feature of the system was formulated via the indexing by discrete states: (i) the switching of the major agent or (ii) the cessation of one or both subpopulations of minor agents. Finally, by developing and then utilizing hybrid LQG mean field game theory, optimal switching and stopping time strategies for, respectively, the major agent and all minor agents, together with their best response control actions which yield a unique -Nash equilibrium were established.
A F t -Independent
State-Invariant Optimal Switchings and Stopping Strategies
The following exposition is an elaboration of the results of [17] that presents a set of conditions under which the optimal switching and stopping times are F t -independent and state-invariant and therefore, to be almost surely equal for all agents within a subpopulation.
Let (Ω, F, F t , P ) be a probability space such that F 0 contains the P -null sets, F t f = F for a fixed final time t f , and let F t = σ {w (s) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} be the natural filtration associated with the sigma-algebra generated by the Wiener process.
Consider a stochastic hybrid system governed by the family of linear Itô differential equations of the form
where Q j ∈ Q, with Q denoting the sequence of the discrete states of the system and having finite cardinality ,
Switching from a discrete state Q j−1 = q ∈ Q to another discrete state Q j = q ∈ Q is considered to be a controlled switchings, that is the direct result of a discrete input σ j ∈ Σ at an arbitrary F t -adapted switching time t ω j . Upon switching, the continuous component of the state is reinitialized according to a jump map provided as
It is further assumed that
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ L, which implies equivalent diffusion fields before and after switching events. Over a fixed time horizon [t 0 , t f ] and for a given initial condition Q (t 0 ) , x Q 0 (t 0 ) = Q 0 , x
, consider the hybrid optimal control problem associated with the cost
Theorem 2 (Switching Policies for LQG Hybrid Systems). Assume that a family of matrices Π Q j (t) ; j = 0, 1, · · · , L exists such that
with K Q L (t) = Π Q L (t) D Q L . As the (backward) induction hypothesis, assume that λ Q j+1 (t) = Π Q j+1 (t) x Q j+1 (t) is holds. We need to show that λ Q j (t) = Π Q j (t) x Q j (t) follows. To this end, we note that from [18] (see also [17] ) adjoint processes and Hamiltonians must satisfy
One can easily verify by substitution that (95) and (96) lead to the satisfaction of (105) and (106) with F t -independence. Moreover, (97) and (98) ensure that such a switching instant is uniqune for all values of state and therefore the associated Riccati equations and switching conditions golbaly represent a unique optimal strategy.
As an important result of Theorem 2, one can obtain F t -independence and state-invariance of optimal stopping times for controlled LQG systems. Consider a system governed by dx(t) = (A (t) x (t) + B (t) u (t)) dt + D (t) dw(t), t ∈ [0, t ω s ) , (107) where t ω s is an F t -adapted stopping time, to be determined together with a continuous input in order to infimize (minimize) the cost 
